February 8, 2003

Licton Springs Community Council Report for February
North Precinct Advisory Council Report for February 5, 2003

The night’s meeting was called to order by President Mary Hurley at 7:07 p.m.
The evening’s special presentation on the Sexual Assault Unit was given by Detective
Robert Shilling, a 23-year veteran of the Seattle Police Department and 13 years on the
Sexual Assault Unit. He is also the only non-governmental law enforcement personal to
be part of Inter-Pol. (International Police). Detective Shilling has been a long-time
friend of Captain Oliver and Lt. Wedlund.
Part of job the Unit is now dealing with involves the tracking of sex offenders and the
notification of their whereabouts to the public. The resent cuts within the Police
Department have made that task much more difficult. Since the Department is no
longer involved with the Block-Watch program, one of the best ways to keep the public
(neighborhoods) informed has also gone away.
At first, it was thought that the neighborhoods and other concerned citizens might be
kept informed as to the location and identity of sex offenders and sexual predators by
way of the internet, but alas, the ultra-liberal Ninth Circuit court has ruled “it would be
a violation of their right to privacy”! (The States of Alaska and Connecticut are being
sued as of this time for postings on the internet.) So, you may request to be notified by
e-mail! That is accomplished by filling out a “Request to Receive Community
Notification through E-Mail” form. (Available at your local precinct office?) This may
be the ONLY way to learn what lurks within YOUR neighborhood!! There has been
some talk of posting information about offenders on City or County websites, but that
would require that each citizen monitor those sites.
Now the story really gets grim. The Supreme Court has mandated that unless facilities
are built (soon) to house the sex predators that have completed their term of
incarceration, THEY MUST BE RELEASED to society. That’s without ANY tracking or
supervision! These people can be held ONLY as persons undergoing treatment for a
psychological disorder (and at some time that too must end). The State of Washington
has 17,985, Florida – 30,000, Texas – 45,000, California 90,000 and in the UK they have
130,000 (not that I think that makes you feel any better).
This situation (problem) is so huge that it even takes precedence over the State Budget
in its urgency. Your elected officials in the state capital are ALL (100% of them)
scrambling to find the money and the means to comply with the court’s ruling before

the clock stops ticking and the gates are opened. This is a situation that the NIMBYs
cannot be allowed to drag out. If good faith measures are not forthcoming in a timely
manor, the time runs out. Who is going to be living in YOUR neighborhood?
Being a sexual predator is not a curable situation, neither is being an alcoholic.
However, through intervention and counseling, both can be controlled. Those released
from a program have about an 11% chance of re-offending.
FYI: Sex Offenders as of 2/5/03
North Precinct (us!)
South Precinct
East Precinct
West Precinct

301
375
239
332

City of Seattle
1,247
King County
3,925
State of Washington 17,985
What follows is a transcript of the handout that we (the Advisory Board) were given by
Det. Schilling. It is about 20 pages long. (Sorry.) You need to read it and pass it along.
Ken Thompson
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What You Need To Know About Sex Offenders,
Community Protection, and the Law
Why aren’t all dangerous sex offenders locked up for life?
This is a question our society and our legislature have been struggling with for over a
decade. In the late 1980s, three shocking, highly publicized crimes put protection from
sex offenders on the public agenda, and led to the passage of the 1990 Community
Protection Act.
The Community Protection Act increased prison sentences for most sex crimes. It also
requires that communities be notified when dangerous sex offenders are released from
prisons or juvenile institutions. You have probably seen notices about sex offenders in
your local newspaper, and you might have received a flyer at your home if a sex
offender moved into your immediate neighborhood.
The Community Protection Act also called for the creation of the Special Commitment
Center (SCC), a special, locked mental health facility that is now located on McNeil
Island, within the perimeter of a state prison. Because the SCC is a mental health
facility, it is run by the state’s Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS), which
oversees the state’s public mental health system. (The Department of Corrections
(DOC) oversees state prisons.)
The idea of the Special Commitment Center is that certain sex offenders have mental
abnormalities or personality disorders that contribute to their likelihood to re-offend,
and that specialized mental health treatment can reduce this danger. When these
offenders have completed their prison sentences, the law provides for the court to
civilly commit them to the SCC for mental health treatment rather than releasing them
to the community.
Some people believed that creating the SCC would be a way to keep dangerous
offenders locked up indefinitely. But a federal district court has ruled that this can’t be
the case. If offenders participate in mental health treatment and improve to the point
that the community can be adequately protected, the federal court has ruled that the
offenders have a constitutional right to be released to “less restrictive facilities,” and to
eventually return to society.
When the court issued this ruling, legislators tried other ways to keep dangerous sex
offenders locked up longer. In 1996, they increased sentences for major sex offenses
again, and passed “two-strikes” legislation that calls for life sentences for a second
conviction of a serious sex crime. This didn’t work very well because sex offenders
often plead guilty to reduced charges, and because prosecutors and the courts are

reluctant to send young offenders to prison for life if there is any hope at all that they
will change their ways. They point out that the recidivism rate for sex offenders is
relatively low compared to other kinds of crime, and that most offenders stop being
violent when they get older.
Because of these problems with the two-strikes law, the legislature, in 2001, passed yet
another law. This time they replaced “determinate” sentences for sex offenders (that is,
sentences with a fixed amount of time) with “indeterminate” sentences that can be
extended when there is a risk of repeat crime. This law requires the Indeterminate
Sentence Review Board (similar to a parole board) to review the cases of sex offenders
who were convicted after September 1, 2001, and to deny release if it finds that an
offender is “likelier than not” to commit a similar crime if he is released. If it denies
release, the Board must review the case again every two years. This law means that a
sex offender can be kept behind bars for as long as he poses a danger to the community
- for five years, ten years, or life.
The result of all these changes in the law is that different offenders face different
sentences depending on when they were convicted of their crimes. Offenders who
were sent to prison in the mid-1980s, for example, are subject only to the laws that were
on the books at that time. When their prison terms expire, they are released. However,
they must register with police as sex offenders, and if there is a high risk that they will
re-offend, communities are notified about their release. These offenders may also be
civilly committed to the Special Commitment Center if they have a mental abnormality
or personality disorder and are considered more likely than not to re-offend.
Why are Secure Community Transition Facilities (SCTFs) necessary now?
Offenders are offered mental health treatment at the SCC. If they participate in
treatment and learn to manage their behavior and control their impulses, state and
federal courts have ruled that they have a constitutional right to be released into a “less
restrictive alternative.”
In some cases, that may mean offenders are released to their families, with close
monitoring and supervision from the Department of Corrections, the SCC, and local
law enforcement. These offenders must continue to participate in community-based sex
offender treatment, and, unless otherwise ordered by the court, they must wear
electronic monitoring devices.
In many cases, however, offenders don’t have families who will take them in and share
responsibility for supervising them. And even when families are willing, the court may
not be convinced that they are capable of maintaining the level of vigilance that’s
needed. For these offenders, the SCC must create community-based transition facilities
where newly-released SCC residents can live.
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If the state fails to create these facilities soon, it might be required to release offenders
into the community without having facilities where they would be supervised and
monitored. Further delays will also result in the state having to pay enormous federal
court fines.
What are local communities required to do?
The state has ultimate responsibility for placing sex offenders and protecting all the
residents of Washington. But the state can’t carry out this responsibility without the
help and cooperation of local communities.
As you might expect, it’s been extremely difficult to find a community willing to have a
less restrictive facility for sex offenders. That’s why the state legislature, in 2001, passed
a law placing one such facility on McNeil Island, and calling on cities and counties to
create special zoning regulations to spell out where more of these facilities can be
located.
The 2001 law required all local governments (cities and counties) to create zoning
regulations to accommodate SCTFs. But in 2002, the legislature amended the law, and
required local governments in the state’s six most populous counties to do this, or to
allow DSHS to choose sites. Cities and towns within Clark, Kitsap, King, Thurston,
Snohomish and Spokane Counties (and the county governments themselves) were
directed to create zoning laws to accommodate SCTFs because the courts in these
counties had sent the biggest number of sex offenders to the SCC. (Pierce County was
not included because it already has an SCTF on McNeil Island.)
The legislature specified that if local governments in the six counties don’t create zoning
regulations to accommodate SCTFs - or if local ordinances don’t comply with the state
siting requirements - the Secretary of DSHS will make the decision about where to
locate them.
Local governments that have created zoning regulations for SCTFs have usually chosen
to locate them in light industrial areas - not in shopping areas or residential
neighborhoods.
The 2001 law is very specific about how decisions should be made about where to put
these facilities. SCTFs must not be located adjacent to, across the street or parking lot
from, or “within line of sight” of a risk potential activity or location. “Line of sight” is
further defined as “the ability to reasonably distinguish or recognize individuals.”
DSHS has determined through field tests using a measuring wheel that for practical
sighting purposes, “line of sight” is approximately 600 feet if there is no visual
obstruction such as a large building between the two points of measurement.
The law also requires DSHS to balance two important factors: the average time it
would take law enforcement to respond to an emergency call at the SCTF, and the
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distance between the SCTF and risk potential activities and facilities. The idea here is
that SCTFs should be as far away from risk potential activities as possible - but not so
remote that it would take police a long time to reach them.
Risk potential activities and facilities include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Public and private schools
School bus stops (does not include bus stops established primarily for
public transit)
Licensed day care and licensed preschool facilities
Public parks
Publicly dedicated trails
Sports fields
Playgrounds
Recreational and community centers
Churches, synagogues, temples, and mosques
Public libraries.

The pressure to site and open one or more of these “Secure Community Transition
Facilities” comes from the federal court, which has already seen years of delay in siting
these facilities, and is not likely to tolerate any more.
Are there more sex offenders now than there used to be?
Some studies show that there are actually fewer sex offenders than there used to be, but
we’ll never really know for sure, because our society used to sweep a lot of sex offenses
under the rug. Even now, many sex offenses are never reported.
In the past, fewer victims reported offenses for fear of not being believed, or not
wanting their privacy compromised, or because victims were often blamed for
somehow bringing these crimes on themselves. Today, people are generally more
willing to confront these crimes and hold the perpetrator accountable for them. There
are more support services for victims, better law enforcement practices, and less
inclination to blame the victims.
Community notification laws and media reports may make it seem like there are more
sex offenders, because we read about their offenses in the newspaper or receive notices
when one moves into our neighborhood. It’s important to remember that before 1990,
there were probably just as many sex offenders in our community as there are now. We
just didn’t know about them.
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Why do some sex offenders go to the SCC, while others are released directly to the
community?
The SCC is for people who meet the legal definition of predatory, repeat offenders who
are judged “more likely than not” to re-offend, and who have a treatable mental
abnormality or personality disorder. Offenders who don’t meet this legal definition
can’t be sent there, because the purpose of the SCC is to provide mental health
treatment.
Thus, each year fewer than 5% of all sex offenders go to the SCC when they have
completed their prison sentences.
The remaining sex offenders - about 600 per year - are released from prison into the
community. Their level of post-release supervision depends on the nature of their
crime(s) and their likelihood to re-offend.
What kind of treatment do SCC residents receive? Does it work?
Sex offender treatment is similar in its approach to treatment for drug and alcohol
addiction. The form of treatment used at the SCC has been shown to reduce - but not
eliminate - recidivism.
At the SCC, treatment is tailored to the individual in order to accommodate people with
physical, mental, or developmental disabilities such as mental retardation.
The SCC treatment program is based on a standard, nationally accepted model called
“Relapse Prevention with Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.” Participants attend classes
and group sessions, and undergo lie detector tests and tests that measure what sexually
arouses them. As part of treatment, they must examine their own sexual behavior and
offenses, identify the risk factors that might lead them to re-offend, and develop
strategies to avoid or deal with those risks. They also learn anger management skills,
learn to accept constructive feedback, and cultivate empathy and concern for others.
This treatment is organized into six phases, and participants are evaluated carefully as
they complete each phase. The sixth phase prepares the participant for transition back
to the community. This preparation begins while participants are still in the SCC, and
continues when they are released to a supervised community setting.
There is no set amount of time to complete treatment. Some offenders may successfully
complete all six phases in two or three years; others may take much longer.
Some SCC residents refuse to participate in treatment because they hope that their
confinement in the SCC will eventually be found to be an unconstitutional violation of
their rights, and they will be released.
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The SCC recommends less restrictive placements only for those residents who
participate fully and complete all required treatment and show genuine, substantial
personal change. However, although the SCC makes recommendations, it does not
make the decision about who is released; an offender must get the approval of the
county superior court. Before ordering a release, the court must determine that the
community will be protected. Release is “conditional” - that is, the offender has to
abide by the rules and conditions specified by the court, and can be sent back to the
SCC if he doesn’t. The court imposes many stringent conditions that take into account
the person’s offense history. For example, these conditions prohibit the person’s access
to the Internet and pornography, use of drugs and alcohol, or being near former
victims. They also address other important considerations such as the person’s
interactions with children, the types of places where the person may not be allowed to
go in the community, and restrictions on the person’s employment, social and
recreational activities.
Why are there different levels of supervision for different categories of sex
offenders? How does the sex offender classification system work?
Washington has three levels of sex offenders:
Level 1
The majority of registered sex offenders are classified as Level 1 offenders. They are
considered at low risk to re-offend. They are usually first-time offenders, and they
usually know their victims.
Level 2
Level 2 offenders have a moderate risk of re-offending. They generally have more than
one victim, and may have engaged in long-term abuse of a victim. These offenders may
use threats to commit their crimes. These crimes may be predatory; that is, the offender
may “groom” victims by befriending them with the intention of creating an opportunity
for sexual abuse. These offenders may abuse a position of trust - such as babysitter or
youth group leader - to commit their crimes.
Level 3
Level 3 offenders are considered to have a high risk to re-offend. They usually have
multiple victims, and may have committed prior crimes of violence. They may not
know their victim(s) - or, to put it another way, they may attack strangers. Their crimes
may show a manifest cruelty to the victim(s), and these offenders usually deny or
minimize the crime. These offenders often have indications of a personality disorder or
mental abnormality.
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As you would expect, Level 1 offenders receive less post-release supervision than Level
2 or 3 offenders. (The majority of SCC residents are Level 3 offenders.)
Communities, neighbors, and the news media are notified about all Level 3 offenders
released in their vicinity. Local law enforcement agencies decide on a case-by-case basis
how much community notification is warranted for a Level 2 offender. Information
about Level 1 offenders is available on request. Information about all levels of sex
offenders is also available to the public on local law enforcement offices and on web
sites.
The length of time offenders must register after their release from prison depends on
the nature of their crimes. Some are required to register for ten or 15 years, while others
are required to register for life.
How does post-release supervision differ for SCC residents and those who are
released directly from prison into the community?
Most sex offenders who are released to the community from prison may live wherever
they choose, and may also be homeless transients. They must register with local law
enforcement agencies, and they are required to check in with them periodically. Those
convicted of the most serious crimes and those who are transient are generally required
to check in more frequently; those whose crimes were less serious (and those who have
remained in the community without re-offending for several years) are usually required
to check in less frequently.
One of the biggest problems with post-release supervision is that many sex offenders
can’t find anyone who will rent to them, and they become transient. This makes it
much harder for local law enforcement officials to keep tabs on them. It also makes it
less likely that they will be stable enough to find jobs and lead law-abiding lives. The
Department of Corrections and many other agencies are currently collaborating on
ways to solve this problem.
SCC residents face a much different set of conditions for their release. They must live in
housing approved by the court - either in an SCTF or with family members who agree
to monitor them in accordance with very strict rules. They are electronically monitored
24 hours a day, required to participate in sex offender treatment, and required to
undergo lie detector and drug tests and searches. The law requires high staffing levels
in an SCTF to assure there is intensive supervision. SCC residents on conditional
release are also forbidden to leave home (or an SCTF) without an approved and trained
“monitoring adult” who must keep them in sight at all times. They are only allowed to
leave their home or SCTF for pre-approved purposes such as attending treatment or
going to a job or job interview. Their trips for shopping and recreation are also
carefully planned in advance.
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The rules each SCTF resident must live by are individually tailored to take into account
their offense history, and to provide the maximum security possible to the community.
What lies ahead? Will there be more or fewer sex offenders being released in the
future?
For the next few years, there will be more offenders released directly to the community,
as people who committed crimes under older laws are released from prison. An
estimated 560 sex offenders will be released each year for the next seven years.
There will also be more offenders sent to the SCC when they complete their prison
terms. DOC and the SCC estimate about 30 offenders per year will leave prison and
enter the SCC. The total number of sex offenders likely to be released from SCC to
community placements is projected to be 14 in June 2003, growing to 23 in June 2004.
Eventually, it’s hoped that the law passed in 2001 - the one that allows the
Indeterminate Sentence Review Board to keep the most dangerous offenders in prison
indefinitely - will reduce the number of dangerous sex offenders who return to our
communities. However, the full impact of this change will not be realized for nearly 15
years.
How does the siting process for Secure Community Transition Facilities (SCTFs)
work?
The counties that have the most offenders in the SCC will be the first to be required to
site SCTFs. That means that our most populous counties will come first. Not all
offenders will return to the county they came from, but each county will be asked to
house their fair share of the individuals being released - this share is based on the
number they sent into the SCC.
Although DSHS must decide where to locate SCTFs, it is required to work with local
cities and county governments in making these decisions. Where local governments
have created appropriate zoning laws that apply to SCTFs, DSHS will abide by them.
Where local governments have failed to create zoning laws that meet the standards set
by the state legislature, the Secretary of DSHS has the authority to make the decision
about where to site an SCTF.
During the past several months, DSHS has conducted extensive research throughout
King County -- the county with the largest percentage of residents at the SCC -- to
identify potential SCTF sites that are not near any of the “risk potential activities and
facilities” such as child care centers or school bus stops. The department has obtained
real estate sales options on three sites that met all requirements. These three sites will
be the focus of local public hearings to be scheduled in January and February 2003.
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Before a final site is chosen, DSHS is required to conduct two public hearings for each
potential site so that the public can learn more about the issues and can check the work
of DSHS researchers to ensure that no risk potentials have been missed.
Following these hearings, the Secretary of DSHS must decide on a final location, and
another public hearing must then be held in that location.
How will SCTFs operate? What security measures will they have?
SCTFs will be residences that house 3-12 people, and provide a very high degree of
security. In small facilities the law requires that there be high staffing levels to assure
intensive supervision. Whenever a resident leaves the facility, he must be accompanied
by a trained escort. Unless the court orders otherwise, the staff escort must stay with
the resident at all times - even when the resident is going to a job interview or to work.
Residents will only be allowed to leave the SCTF for specific purposes, with prior
approval and planning.
Each SCTF staff person will be required to pass a thorough background check, and to
receive specialized training. They must also be informed about each resident’s offense
history and behavior patterns. Staff will not be armed, but they will be equipped with
cell phones and police radio phones and trained in self-defense and emergency
response procedures.
The SCTF facility will have household and perimeter security systems, panic devices for
all staff, and other technological measures to ensure safety. Residents must wear
electronic monitoring devices unless otherwise ordered by the court.
SCTFs will also have visual barriers such as fences or hedges that screen them from
public view.
The combination of all these mandated security measures means that SCTF residents
will be far more closely monitored than any other sex offenders - or, for that matter, any
other released violent offenders - in our communities.
How and where can people in affected communities get concerns, grievances, or
requests for mitigation addressed?
Before final site selection for SCTFs is made, there will be two public hearings near each
potential site. These hearings are designed to give the public a chance to learn more
about the SCTF process, to make their opinions and concerns known, and to make sure
DSHS has accurate and complete information on each site. There will also be a final
hearing in the location that is selected.
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Once an SCTF is sited and in operation, neighbors and other citizens will be provided
with phone numbers and e-mail addresses that they can use to contact authorities about
any concerns or requests they may have.
Citizens can also play an important role by letting state legislators and other elected
officials know if state laws or local law enforcement practices should be changed.
Ultimately, all of our laws and our criminal justice system are the result of our
democratic process, and our state and federal constitutions.
How can I keep my family safe from sex offenders?
There are several things every family can do to be safe:
First and most important, talk to your children. They should know why they shouldn’t
accept gifts or rides from strangers, why they shouldn’t take shortcuts by themselves,
and what to do if a stranger knocks on the door. Children should know that some
secrets between children and adults are wrong, and what they should do if an adult (or
another child or teen) behaves in ways that make them uncomfortable.
Second, remember that children are not the only targets of sex offenders. All of us need
to take sensible precautions in our homes and neighborhoods. Local law enforcement
agencies are a good source of advice about how to protect personal and community
safety.
Third, find out more about the sex offenders in your community. Local police and
sheriff’s departments post this information on their web sites. You can also call your
local police or sheriff’s department and ask for this information. Law enforcement
officials are generally glad to hear from you, and want to give you all the information
and assistance they can to prevent crime. Police and sheriff’s departments will also
send a representative to meet with you and your neighbors to discuss these issues if
you ask them. Your safety matters to your local police, and they want to work with
you.
Fourth, know your neighbors. The safest communities are those where people look out
for one another and pay attention to the comings and goings in their neighborhood. All
of us - especially children - should know which neighbors we can turn to in any kind of
emergency.
Fifth, if you suspect that someone is being victimized, report your suspicions. If you
don’t, and a perpetrator is left at large, more victims may suffer.
Finally, make thoughtful decisions about how you can influence our culture and our
future. Think about what it would take for our society to stop producing so many sex
offenders. This, ultimately, is the solution that everyone involved in this issue would
most like to achieve.
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Where can victims go for help in dealing with sex offenses?
Sex crimes are uniquely damaging and painful to victims. Many specialized services
have been developed to help people recover, and to deal with aftereffects that may
surface years later. These services include:
King County:
King County Sexual Assault Resource Center
Post Office Box 300
Renton, WA 98057
(425) 226-5062
Hotline: (800) 825-7273
Seattle:
1.

Abused Deaf Women’s Advocacy Services
2627 Eastlake Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102-3213
TDD: (206) 726-0093
Relay: (800) 833-6384
Hotline TDD: (206) 236-3134

2.

Children’s Response Center
925
116th Northeast, Suite 211
Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 688-5130
Hotline: (425) 688-5130

3.

Harborview Center for Sexual Assault & Traumatic Stress
325 Ninth Avenue
Mailstop 359947
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 521-1800
Hotline: (206) 521-1800
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KING COUNTY SCTF
DSHS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DECEMBER 4, 2002
Did DSHS look carefully throughout King County for other potential sites?
A real estate brokerage firm hired by DSHS conducted 13 searches in King County for
properties based on slightly different criteria - lot size, price, etc. - each time. The
properties identified by the broker were matched by DSHS against a map of buffer
zones around risk potential sites.
The match identified 167 parcels that DSHS staff visited and inspected. Forty-five
properties were potentially viable, 26 were for sale and 11 made the cut. The 11 parcels
best met program needs and community safety requirements. (The 15 sites that did not
make the cut are still potentially viable.)
Why no site in Seattle?
Currently, there are no viable sites for sale in Seattle outside of risk buffers. Three times
the brokerage firm looked specifically at Seattle using criteria that went as high as a
one-half acre site selling for $3 Million. Only one site popped-up - a Puget Sound tidal
zone parcel in West Seattle with a steep slope that could not support a building.
Why no site in other cities in King County?
Again, there were no currently viable, affordable sites for sale outside of risk buffers
within the city limits of King County cities.
What are the risk factors and how large are the buffers?
DSHS uses a buffer zone of 600 feet around each risk potential site. The risk sites
identified by the law (RCW 71.09) include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Public and private schools,
School bus stops,
Licensed day care and licensed preschool facilities,
Public parks,
Publicly dedicated trails,
Sports fields,
Playgrounds,
Recreational and community centers,
Churches, synagogues, temples, mosques, and
Public libraries.
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What are the police response times to the three potential sites?
That depends on the priority given to each call by the King County Sheriff’s
Department. A highest priority call would have a response time of between four and
eight minutes. A lower priority call response would be less than 15 minutes.
How much is DSHS willing to pay for each site?
DSHS negotiated options with the landowners to purchase the property for a set price.
The options are good for nine or ten months. The option fees paid will be deducted
from the price of the property purchased. Landowners will keep the option fees paid if
their land is not purchased.
The purchase prices for each site are:
1.
$187,990 for 4.8 acres of vacant land at 1801 - 344th Avenue N.E.. southeast of
Carnation. Option costs are a lump sum of $8,000 for the first four months and a lump
sum of $10,000 for an additional five months.
2.
$199,950 for 5.4 acres of vacant land in the 53-hundred block of 336th Street in
Peasley Canyon between Federal Way and Auburn. Option costs are a lump sum of
$1,995 for the first four months and a lump sum of $3,999 for an additional six months.
3.
$975,000 for 1.2 acres with an existing house at 4515 South 200th Street (at Orilla
Road) between SeaTac and Kent. Option costs are a lump sum $10,000 for the first four
months and a lump sum of $6,000 for an additional six months.
Will DSHS go for the least expensive site no matter what?
No.
How did DSHS pare the list of 11 sites down to the three finalists?
DSHS Secretary Dennis Braddock instructed staff to try to obtain sites with reasonable
highway access and with suitable response time by law enforcement. In working with
landowners to obtain purchase options, some decided not to sell while others were
unable to reach agreements for various reasons.
Where are the other sites?
The other sites are located throughout unincorporated King County. Some of these
sites are no longer for sale to DSHS. Other sites are possible replacements if unforeseen
problems eliminate one or more of the three finalists.
Why not place the SCTF at the Fire Training Academy east of North Bend or some other
remote, wooded area?
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The Academy is difficult to get to with a secluded one-lane road, frequently covered in
snow during the winter, which limits accesses to services and could hinder the already
unacceptable response time of emergency vehicles. Utilities are inadequate with cell
phone service sporadic. Other remote locations have similar problems.
When and where will the public hearings be held?
DSHS will work with local officials to determine the best locations and times for the
hearings. Each of the three sites will have two hearings - probably one in January and
one in February.
Sometime during the spring of 2003, Secretary Braddock will chose the SCTF site from
the three finalists. One more public hearing will be held to discuss the chosen site.
###
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Steve Williams, DSHS Media Relations, 360-902-7569
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